ACP 131(B)
DECODE
SIGNAL

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

This message (or message...) is

ZIA

being (or has been) passed out of
proper sequence of station serial
numbers.
,

ZIB

time of origin,..and

Change station serial number of
message...to read number...OR
Assign to message...station serial

•••),both received as

number...

Two messages...and...

(or group counts and
serial number... What
are correct serial
numbers?

ZIC

What is (are) station

Station serial number(s) or

serial number(s) or
channel number(s) of

channel number(s) of last message(s)
transmitted to you (or to...) is
(are)...

last message(s) you
transmitted to me (or
to...)?

ZID

Station serial number(s) or
channel number(s) of last

What is (are) station

serial number(s) or
channel number(s) of

message(s) received from you (or
from...) is (are)...

last message(s) re
ceived from me (or
from...)?

Station serial number(s) or channel

ZIE

number(s) (from...) has (have) not
been received. Repeat message(s)
or cancel serial number(s) or
channel number(s).

I (or...) did not use serial

ZIF

number(s).

ZIG

Is (are) number(s),.,

Number(s)...(to...) is (are)

(to,..) blank?

blank.

Repeat headings of message number

ZIH

...to*..transmitted by you (or...)
to check serial numbers.

ZII

What was...of your (or
...* s) number...?

My (or.o.'s) number..,had follow

(1. Date-time group;

2..Filing time).

ing. ..(1. Date-time group;

2. Filing time)?
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL
ZIJ

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

I am now changing my channel

number/letter.

Last number sent

in this series is that of this
message.

This is a weather controlled
message which is not to be trans
mitted in the clear over radio
circuits.

ZIK

ZtL

ZIM

zXM

2X6

Have set continuous watch, or
(1. Single operator period; 2. Two
operator period; 3. General periods
only; 4. Reduced single operator
periods) on broadcast indicated.

ZIP

First serial number received

is.../No number yet received.
Have ceased watch on Broadcast,

ZIQ

last number received.••

ZIR

tis

zIY
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE
SIGNAL

QUESTION

ANSWER.

ADVICE OR ORDER

ZIU

ZIV

ZIW

tix

ZIY

ZIZ

Read signalling light of...

Z.JA

ZJ3

May I close down visual

Close down visual watch now (or

watch now (or at, ..)?

at...).

ZJC

Repeat all flag signals made by
the senior officer (senior officer

present afloat).
ZJd.

Use...(l. Better light; 2. Better
background).

ZJE

Set visual watch now (or at,..)

ZJF

Visual relaying station between
senior officer (senior officer

present afloat) (or,..) and...is
to be...
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CHANGE NO. 1

ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL

QUESTION

ANSWER, ADVICE OR ORDER

ZJG

Repeat all flashing (or semaphore)
messages made by the senior officer

(senior officer present afloat).
ZJH

Your light is unreadable...(1. Not

trained correctly; 2. Not bright
enough; 3. Too bright).
TTT

What are the call signs
of the ships in company
with you?

Call signs of the ships in company

with me are.••(For visual use only)

ZJJ

ZJK

Use double-flash procedure.

Are you (or is...)
visual guard for...?

I am (or..eis) visual guard for...

ZJL

Hoist the following signal.

ZJM

•••(1. Flaghoist; 2. Semaphore;
3. 20 inch signaling projector;
4. 10 inch signaling projector;
5. AIDIS; 6. intermediate;
7. Heather; 80 Daylight signaling
lantern; 9. Masthead flashing
light; 10. Infrared; 11. Signal
search light; 12. Omnidirectional
flashing light. 13. Directional

flashing light.
ZJN

Message••.has been passed to those

for whom I am responsible (or to
•••) (at...) but "L" has not been
received.

Repeat back each group of the text
of this message as it is trans

ZJO

mitted.

~Z7F

Message which follows is to be

encrypted and passed to all

addressees (by...). (Only to be
used by visual not liable to

interception•)
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CHANGE NO. 1

ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL
ZJQ

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

Repeat signal (or message..,) the
senior officer (senior officer

present afloat) (or ship indicated)
is now transmitting or is about to
transmit.

Only semaphore is to be used for
visual signalling between...and
...(or from...).

ZJR

Directional lights of minimum
brilliancy are to be used for all

ZJS

visual traffic between.•.and..•

except for messages of precedence
priority and above requiring trans
mission to two or more ships.

Broadcast transmitter indicated is
about to be taken off for...

ZJT

minutes (or until.«,)•

ZJU

Jf^N
ZJV

ZJW

ZJX

ZJY

ZJZ
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(Reverse Blank)

